The strategies with which two viral genomes that consist of double-stranded nucleic acid express themselves in infected cells are compared. The reovirus genome comprises ten segments of double-stranded RNA, each of which is, in essence, a gene. Each is transcribed into plusstranded RNA which has two functions: to serve as messenger RNA for the synthesis of the ten reovirus "primary" proteins, and to serve as template for the synthesis of minus-strands with which they remain associated, thereby giving rise to progeny double-stranded RNA. One of the most fascinating unsolved features of the reovirus multiplication cycle is the nature of the mechanism that ensures that each progeny virus particle contains a complete set of the ten individual genome RNA segments.
consists of two protein layers [1] [2] [3] . These ten segments contain the code for ten proteins, eight of which are structural, that is, present within the virus particle, while two are nonstructural. In addition, one of the structural proteins exists in the virus particle in two forms: the form that is actually encoded in the viral genome, and a cleavage product that is some 8,000 daltons smaller [4] . The nature, size, and amount and location in virions of the reovirus-coded proteins are summarized in Table 1 .
The ds RNA that is present in reovirus particles cannot express itself in cells; there are no enzymes in uninfected cells capable of transcribing ds RNA into ss RNA. Instead the ds RNA is transcribed by a transcriptase that is present in latent form in intact reovirus particles and is activated by removal of all or part of the outer capsid shell [5] [6] [7] [8] . All attempts to isolate this transcriptase have failed. Cores transcribe ds into ss RNA very efficiently; but as soon as they are disrupted, enzyme activity disappears. This has led to the notion that the enzyme is located on and is part of the inner core surface, which would imply that the catalytic sites are fixed and that the RNA templates move past them. The ss transcripts are released through 12 hollow spikes that are distributed with icosahedral symmetry on the core surface [9] . The mechanism of the transcription process is noteworthy; it is completely conservative [7] , just like the transcription of ds DNA into mRNA; that is, neither of the strands of the template appears among the transcripts. Equally noteworthy are the kinetics of transcription of each individual segment. Under optimal conditions in vitro the rate of transcription of all segments is the same, regardless of their size, so that equal amounts of all transcripts are formed, the frequency of transcription of each segment being inversely proportional to its size. Since it is almost certain that the catalytic enzyme sites are fixed and that the templates move past them, this implies that the ten segments within each virus particle are unlinked. This is an important point relative to reovirus morphogenesis where one of the principal, so far unanswered questions is the nature of the mechanism that ensures that each progeny virus particle receives one of each of ten different RNA segments. One possibility would, of course, be that the segments recognize each other in some manner. However, it is known that they are not joined end-to-end, that they do not hybridize with each other to a significant extent (less than 1 percent), and that, as just pointed out, they behave as independent entities in their role as templates within virus particles. The nature of the proteins encoded by each of the ten ds RNA segments has recently been determined both by biochemical and by genetic means [10, 11] . The coding assignments are given in Table 2 .
In addition to the ten segments of ds RNA, reovirions contain about 3,000 oligonucleotide molecules from 2-20 residues long, which fall into two classes. About one-half consist only of A: these are the oligoadenylates. The remainder fall into the following series: GCOH; GCUOH; GCUAoH; GCUA(U)1.4UoH; GCUA(A)1_3AoH [12] . The function of these oligonucleotides is not known. One theory that has been advanced for their presence is that they are formed during a terminal stage of morphogenesis, immediately before the virion transcriptase is inactivated (see below). At this stage, it has been postulated, there is a brief period of time when only short segments of template can be transcribed, and the products of this abortive transcription are sealed into the maturing virions [12] . This conclusion is supported by the fact that oligoadenylates are formed within the cores of nascent virions after the completion of ds RNA synthesis [13] , and the fact that no ts mutants of reovirus synthesize oligoadenylates at nonpermissive temperatures (when the terminal stages of viral maturation would not proceed) [14] . The Reovirus Multiplication Cycle
The overall strategy of the reovirus multiplication cycle is shown in Fig. 2 . It can be divided into an early and a late period, the demarcation between them being the onset of progeny ds RNA formation. During the early period, the following functions are performed.
Uncoating. Reovirus is taken up into cells within phagocytic vacuoles which fuse to those with which they are translated in vitro. Therefore no specific control mechanisms regulating the frequency of translation of reovirus mRNA species appear to exist; such mechanisms as there are must reside within the mRNA molecules themselves. Since it is possible to measure precisely the frequencies with which the individual species of mRNA and polypeptides are synthesized, it is possible to determine the relative efficiencies with which each species of mRNA is translated. It turns out that some species are translated more than 30 times as frequently as others (Table 3) .
Impressive progress has been made recently sequencing the reovirus mRNAs; the 5'-terminal 30-40 residues of 3 s species and of 3 m species of RNA have been reported [19] [20] [21] . The first AUG which could function as an initiation codon is located from 15 to 33 residues from the 5'-terminus, depending on the RNA species.
The Late Period. After several hours, and presumably when a certain amount of ss RNA molecules and viral proteins has accumulated, morphogenesis commences. The first stage consists of the formation of structures that contain several reovirus-coded proteins among which the nonstructural protein , NS is prominent, and sets of the ten species of ss RNA. Within these particles, which are sensitive to ribonuclease, each of the ten species of mRNA is transcribed once and once only into a minus strand which remains associated with it, thereby giving rise to the progeny ds RNA molecules [22] [23] [24] . The enzyme that catalyzes this transcription has not yet been isolated, but is in all probability a form of the transcriptase that transcribes ds RNA molecules into ss RNA molecules during the early phase of the infection cycle. Nothing is known concerning the nature of the interactions that ensure that each progeny virus particle contains a complete and unique set of all ten reovirus RNA molecules; it seems likely that both protein-RNA and RNA-RNA interactions are involved, since neither alone seems sufficiently strong. The protein composition of these immature virus particles then gradually changes until particles result that resemble cores, and finally mature virions appear [25] . Throughout this morphogenetic pathway the immature virus particles transcribe the ds RNA that they contain into mRNA molecules, just like parental SVPs during the early period. In fact, since (Fig. 3) ; and we are engaged at this time in correlating the extent of mismatching as quantitated by digestion with ss RNA-specific nucleases with the extent of retardation. One segment, however, will not enter gels at all, indicating serious mismatching: this is segment S1 which codes for polypeptide or 1. This segment clearly contains the most type-specific information of reoviruses.
This assessment fits in well with data that demonstrate that polypeptide al is the primary type-specific determinant of reovirus, and that it is also the reovirus hemagglutinin and controls host-specificity and the nature of the pathogenic changes that reovirus causes [29] [30] [31] [32] . We [28] . and autoradiography. By using various concentrations of antisera, and by using the antisera and the extracts of infected cells in both homologous and heterologous combinations, it has been possible to quantitate the immunologic relatedness of the reovirus polypeptides. This analysis also indicated that by far the most private or type-specific of the reovirus-coded polypeptides is polypeptide al; for example, there is no immunologic relatedness whatsoever between the al polypeptides of reovirus types 1 and 3, and there is only a smalJ degree of relatedness between the O' 1 of serotype 2 on the one hand and that of serotypes 1 and 3 on the other. As for the other reovirus-coded polypeptides, all of them show a very high degree of serologic relatedness, even those of serotype 2 on the one hand and serotypes 1 and 3 on the other. This is a most surprising result, since, as pointed out above, hybridization analysis of the RNAs of strains of serotype 2 on the one hand and serotypes 1 and 3 on the other showed very marked mismatching. It seems therefore that for all polypeptides except d, the sequences that contain the immunologic determinants of reovirus polypeptides have been greatly conserved during evolution, while the other sequences have diverged widely; for polypeptide cr1, both types of sequences have diverged extensively.
VACCINIA VIRUS The Vaccinia Virus Particle
The genome of vaccinia virus consists of a single ds DNA molecule with a molecular weight of about 125 million. The two strands are linked covalently very close to or, most likely, at their ends; on melting, vaccinia DNA gives rise to a circle, the circumference of which is exactly twice the length of the linear molecule. The bonds holding the two strands together are susceptible to hydrolysis by ss DNAspecific nucleases. The arrangement of genetic information in vaccinia DNA has recently begun to be explored with the preparation of restriction endonuclease maps [33] . Mapping has revealed that vaccinia DNA contains large inverted terminal repeats that differ in size from strain to strain and may be as large as 8 million daltons [34, 35] . These urea-inactivated virus particles). It seems that an "uncoating protein" is synthesized that is capable of effecting the uncoating not only of the cores that code for it (homologous cores), but also heterologous ones. For example, if cells infected with vaccinia virus are superinfected some time (for example, three hours) later with particles of another poxvirus strain, they are immediately uncoated by the mediation of the uncoating protein specified by the first-infecting virus.
Once the viral DNA has been uncoated, it continues to be transcribed, apparently to roughly the same extent as DNA in cores. Relatively few of the proteins that are translated from this early messenger RNA are known. Some are enzymes such as a DNA polymerase, a thymidine kinase, a polynucleotide 5'-triphosphatase, and the capping enzymes. Some of the others, but only a very few, are capsid proteins, and some are proteins that become associated with the DNA just before and while it replicates. Vaccinia virus DNA replicates within a relatively brief interval of time, from about 2 to 4 hours after infection; vaccinia virus is atypical in this respect, since the DNAs of most other DNA-containing viruses replicate during the entire late period of the infection cycle.
Progeny DNA molecules are transcribed more extensively than parental ones: not only are some of the early sequences still transcribed from them, but also all the late ones. In fact, the vaccinia transcription pattern is extremely complex: it constantly changes, as is readily shown by pulse-labeling cells at hourly intervals and examining autoradiograms of polyacrylamide gels in which extracts of infected cells had been electrophoresed. This relatively simple technique is highly effective because vaccinia virus, like numerous other lytic viruses including reovirus, inhibits host protein synthesis very efficiently, so that even as early as one hour after infection most of the proteins formed in infected cells are virus-specified. When such gel autoradiograms are examined during the first 20 hours of the infection cycle (Fig. 4) , it is clearly apparent that the pattern of viral gene expression constantly changes. Not only are there early proteins that are synthesized only during the early period, early proteins that continue to be synthesized in the late period, late proteins that are only synthesized in the early part of the late period and late proteins that are synthesized throughout the late period, but each of these four protein classes can be subdivided further; it may well be that most vaccinia proteins are under their own transcriptional and perhaps also translational controls [40, 41] . In fact, the vaccinia virus multiplication cycle exhibits one of the relatively few well-known examples of translational control: it is known that the reason why the synthesis of early proteins such as the DNA polymerase or the thymidine kinase is arrested at the beginning of the late period is not the fact that their messenger RNAs are no longer synthesized and that their messenger RNAs are short-lived, but rather that their translation is actively prevented by a protein that is formed at the beginning of the late period. This phenomenon is known as the "switch-offs" phenomenon [42] . It is demonstrated most readily by comparing the kinetics of early enzyme synthesis in cells infected with infectious vaccinia virus, with UV-inactivated vaccinia virus, and with both: in the first case early enzyme synthesis is switched off; in the second it is not; in the third it is [42] Smallpox virus appears to have been eliminated as a human pathogen; no naturally occurring cases of smallpox, either variola major or variola minor, have been reported during the last year, and WHO plans to pronounce smallpox eradicated at the end of this year. This brings up the question of whether smallpox vaccination, which is still being carried out in Africa and Asia, should continue or whether it should cease. The decision is predicated largely on the potential effect upon man of several closely related viruses that occur or may occur in nature. These are of two types. The first is monkeypox virus, which causes a severe disease not only in monkeys but also in man, with a case mortality of up to 30 percent, but which is not transmissable, or only very poorly transmissable, from man to man; no epidemic of monkeypox virus in man has ever been observed, and even contacts of monkeypox virus cases do not contract the disease. The second are the so-called whitepox viruses which have been isolated both from monkey and from rodent tissues in various parts of the world, and which, according to all available evidence, are indistinguishable from smallpox virus. These whitepox viruses are either smallpox virus variants with an altered host range (since classical smallpox virus has only one host, man), in which case they pose a severe threat to man; or they are laboratory contaminants (since they were isolated in laboratories that were also handling smallpox virus at the time).
However that may be, it is clearly very important to devise reagents that can rapidly identify and differentiate between smallpox virus, whitepox viruses, and monkeypox virus. The best reagents for this purpose would be antibodies to typespecific poxvirus determinants. We are endeavoring to obtain such reagents in the following manner. First, we are devising techniques for identifying type-specific poxvirus determinants. This is being done by immunoprecipitating extracts of cells infected with various strains of poxvirus with antisera to both homologous and heterologous poxviruses, collecting the precipitates on staphylococcal A protein, and examining the virus-specific polypeptides in them by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis followed by autoradiography. We have already shown that when homologous and heterologous immunoprecipitates of this type are compared, most viral polypeptides are precipitated by both homologous and heterologous antisera, but that some are only precipitated by homologous antisera. This is the case even when pairs of very closely related viruses are examined. The polypeptides that are only precipitated by homologous and not by heterologous antisera are clearly the type-specific ones.
As the next step we are attempting to isolate hybridomas to vaccinia virus-coded proteins, using for this purpose techniques that we have developed while preparing hybridomas to reovirus-coded polypeptides (we presently have hybridomas that produce monoclonal antibodies to seven of the ten reovirus proteins). Hybridomas that produce antibodies to type-specific poxvirus proteins will obviously be extremely useful for identifying any particular virus rapidly and definitively. Furthermore, knowledge of which poxvirus proteins are type-specific is also useful for screening animal sera for the presence of the corresponding antibodies, thereby providing evidence of previous exposure and infection.
In summary, I have compared the strategy of the multiplication cycles of reoviruses and poxviruses and described examples of how this information may be applied to problems relevant to diagnostic virology. There is every indication that the more is known about the molecular events that occur during virus multiplication, the more rapidly and definitively will one be able to detect and identify viral pathogens.
